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We are fully 
dedicated to 
providing a 

unique 
team-bonding 

experience 
helping create a 

positive and 
stress-free 
workplace.



ABOUT US

The Laughing Hour offers opportunities to 
laugh together for an hour. More commonly 

known as laughter yoga, this laughing 
technique does not require anyone to tell 

jokes nor practice their yoga poses. All 
it relies on is YOUR willingness to laugh.

 
Maude Bombardier is the founder of The 

Laughing Hour. With a degree in Psychology, 
Maude is passionate about promoting 

happiness. She is certified as a laughter yoga 
leader and hosts a French happiness radio 

show, Oui Allo Bonheur, at Radio Cité 97,9 FM.
 

INCLUDING LAUGHTER 
IN YOUR WORKPLACE

 

Stress release
Increase productivity and favours creativity
Stimulates positive social connections
Reduces and eliminates tensions
Provides a new tool for managing stress
Softens attitude on life challenges
Promotes a positive outlook
Decreases anxiety, fear, and depression
Increase in well-being and self confidence
Immune system booster

Results of a Laughing Hour

The Laughing Hour caters unique themed 
laughter activities. This style of laughter yoga 
helps participants relate to real life challenges 
as your computer shutting down before saving 
an important file.
 
We can't help retrieve the document, but The 
Laughing Hour workshop will certainly help 
soften the situation with some laughter the 
next time it happens.

How it works

Staff appreciation day (Wellness day)
When all remote employees are in town
Icebreaker during your conference
Before a stressful or heavy meeting
During your business retreat / party
When your staff is over-stressed

When to book The Laughing Hour

"12% greater productivity" 
in employees after 

only 10 minutes 
of laughter according 

to research.

 
" What an incredible workshop! 

 
We had a Laughing Hour before our annual meeting which is 

usually very high in tension. Thanks to all the laughter before, 
the atmosphere during our meeting was positive and optimistic. 

I highly recommend The Laughing Hour! "
 

-  Tarek Henoud, Director, Desjardins Assurances

INCLUDING LAUGHTER 
IN  YOUR WORKPLACE


